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This book is for Java developers who want to create Ajax  interfaces using the Google Web Toolkit (GWT). It focuses on useful,  practical tasks from the first chapter. The book is aimed at programmers who want to use GWT to create interfaces  for their professional web applications. It concentrates on the serious  side of Ajax: creating powerful, productive applications for browser  platforms. GWT Ajax Programming shows you how to create reliable user interfaces that  enhance the user experience.
  GWT is an open source Java software development framework that makes  writing AJAX applications like Google Maps and Gmail easy for developers  who don't speak browser quirks as a second language. Writing dynamic web  applications today is a tedious and error-prone process; you spend 90% of  your time working around subtle incompatibilities between web browsers and  platforms, and JavaScript's lack of modularity makes sharing, testing, and  reusing AJAX components difficult and fragile. GWT lets you avoid many of these headaches while offering your users the  same dynamic, standards-compliant experience. You write your front end in  the Java programming language, and the GWT compiler converts your Java  classes to browser-compliant JavaScript and HTML.

  Plan your ECM installation, implement it, and customize it. Among the many  topics covered are:
 
Set up an elegant GWT development environment in Eclipse 
Create, test, debug and deploy GWT applications 
Develop custom widgets - examples include a calendar and weather  forecast widget 
Internationalize your GWT applications 
Create complex interfaces using grids, moveable elements, and  more 
Integrate GWT with Rico, Moo.fx and Script.aculo.us to create  even more attractive UIs using JSNI

  Each chapter covers a series of practical tasks, showing how to achieve a  particular useful result - and then learn how it works so that you can  apply your knowledge to your own unique situation. Readers will need  experience writing non-trivial applications using Java. Experience with  developing web interfaces is useful, but knowledge of JavaScript and DHTML  is not required... GWT takes care of that!

  Among the many topics covered are: 
1 Getting Started 
2 Creating a New GWT Project 
3 Creating Ajax Services 
4 Creating Interactive Forms 
5 Responsive Complex Interfaces 
6 JSNI and Browser Effects 
7 Creating Custom GWT Widgets 
8 Unit Tests and Debugging 
9 Integrating with Other Frameworks 
10 Deployment
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The Code Book: How to Make It, Break It, Hack It, Crack ItDelacorte Books, 2002
It’s known as the science of secrecy. Cryptography: the encoding and decoding of private information. And it is history’s most fascinating story of intrigue and cunning. From Julius Caesar and his Caesar Cipher to the code used by Mary Queen of Scots and her conspiracy to the use of the Engima machine during the Second World War,...
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Cooperative Systems Design: Scenario-Based Design of Collaborative Systems (Frontiers in Artificial Intelligence and Applications)IOS Press, 2004
This publication focuses on the following subjects;  understanding and modeling of collaborative work situations which are  mediated by technical artefacts, either computational or not; developing  appropriate design methodologies for cooperative work analysis and  cooperative systems design; developing new technologies supporting  cooperation;...
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MCSE Planning and Maintaining a Windows Server 2003 Network Infrastructure: Exam 70-293 Study GuideSyngress Publishing, 2003
The MCSE Planning and Maintaining a Windows Server 2003 Network Infrastructure (Exam 70-293) Study Guide is a one-of-a-kind integration of text, and Web-based exam simulation and remediation. This system gives you 100% coverage of the official Microsoft 70-293 exam objectives.

	Completely Guaranteed Coverage of All...
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The Rhetorical Nature of XML: Constructing Knowledge in Networked EnvironmentsRoutledge, 2009
The Rhetorical Nature of XML is the first volume to combine rhetoric, XML, and knowledge management in a substantive manner. It serves as a primer on XML and XML-related technologies, illustrating how the naming of XML elements can be understood as a rhetorical act, and detailing the essentials of knowledge management practices that...
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Emerging Topics in Computer Vision (IMSC Press Multimedia Series)Prentice Hall, 2004
The topics in this book were handpicked to showcase what we consider to be exciting and promising in computer vision. They are a mix of more well-known and traditional topics (such as camera calibration, multi-view geometry, and face detection), and newer ones (such as vision for special effects and tensor voting framework). All have the common...
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Mkt Ldr Elem TRB NE TM CD Rom PkPearson Education, 2008

	Market Leader is an extensive new Business English course

	designed to bring the real world of international business into

	the language teaching classroom. It has been developed in

	association with the Financial Times, one of the world's leading

	sources of professional information, to ensure the maximum

	range and...
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